This research study is designed to obtain a more precise class of estimators of a population variance by taking advantage of relation between auxiliary variable and study variable. Here a class of new modified ratio type estimators of population variance by using coefficient of variation (CV), standard deviation, mean and median of auxiliary variable. Further empirical study is made to compare bias and mean square error (MSE) of proposed estimators with the existing estimators. Expressions for bias and MSE are obtained. Few secondary data sets are used to check the efficiency of proposed estimators of population variance.
Introduction
In our everyday life variations are available all over the place. It is the idea of law that people or no two things are precisely same. For example, an agriculturist needs a sufficient comprehension of the varieties in climatic factors particularly from place to place (or time to time) to have the capacity to anticipate when, how and where to plant his yield. For consistent learning of the level of varieties in individuals' response a maker need to decrease or increase cost of his item, or make strides the nature of his item. A doctor needs a full comprehension of varieties in the body temperature, level of human circulatory strain and heartbeat rate for full remedy. In this article we estimate one of the measure of variation which is known as variance.
The following Notations are used throughout this paper.
"N" : Size of Population "n" : Size of , C χ , b 2 , median and their linear combinations. The materials of the present study are arranged as given below. The proposed estimators with known population C χ , S χ , mean, median are presented in section 2 and the condition in which the proposed estimator performs better than the existing estimators are derived in section 3. The performances of the proposed and the existing estimators are measured for certain natural populations in section 4 and conclusion is presented in section 5.
Proposed Estimators
The accurateness of the estimator may be increased by using the supporting evidence in ratio type variance estimator. Estimators depend on the population characteristics in applied field. We use ratio estimator to estimate the values of the population variance by using different characteristics like kurtosis, skewness, mean, median, quartiles. deciles , percentiles and coefficient of variation etc. Supporting evidences are utilizedin sampling survey to improve the estimate of S 2 y
. In current section, we have proposed a class of ratio type variance estimator utilizing different parameters of auxiliary variate.
The new and improved class of ratio type variance estimators for population variance S 2 y is defined as The theoretical properties of after some simple algebra are derived as given below:
.... (3) .
...(4)

Theoretical Comparisons of Proposed Estimators
As mentioned the B(.) and MSE(.) of KC (2006) variance estimators are given below:
.... (5) .... (6) As mentioned the B(.) and MSE(.) of SK (2012) variance estimator are given below:
.... (7) .... (8) The B(.) and MSE(.) of proposed class ( .... (9) .... (10) From the expression given in (6) and (8) (8) and (10) we have obtained the theoretical condition for which the proposed estimators Table 1 
